TEACHERS POINT OF VIEW ABOUT
MULTIRELIGIOUS CLASSES
Fully agree

Agree

Disagree

Fully disagree

What is the most important competence required
for teaching in multireligious classes?

I don’t know

What is the most important personal skill/ ability
required to teach in multireligious classes?
Relational, establishing a relaxed
environment for confrontation

I do not impose but creating links,
letting students offer their own interpretation
I listen, discuss the best I can,
searching information when necessary
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Other

4,3

Adaptability
Other

3,1

5,9
0,8

How much do you agree with the following strategies/proposals about
teaching in multicultural classes (addressed to the teaching staff)?

Cultural Mediators

Inter religious teams of experts consultants

Books, movies, games which
promote inter religious dialogue

Educational Workshop promoting
inter-religious dialogue

Special supports
from expert- teachers

Educational itineraries in order
to facilitate communication

Contact with religious leaders
network of the city

More class meetings in out-of-school times

23,6

Slightly positive

9,1

Empathic understanding

How much do you agree with the following support
tools for teaching in multi-religious classes?

32,6

Moderately positive

9,9

100%

At a glance, how could you describe your experience dealing
with the different religious backgrounds in your classes?
Extremely positive

Creativity in developing
teaching tools

4,7

Having a spiritual life

I talk to students clearly about topics related to
religious diversity without judging or commenting

Slightly negative

7,5

Language/correct communication

I do not discuss religious
topics during my classes

17,8

Be tolerant

7,9

Curiosity, the will to discover the other

19,4

Ability to well integrate groups

13

Knowledge of the history of religions

34,4

Manage and promote diversity

16,1

Openness and empathy

I talk to students about
religious issues only when they feel like it

11,6

Neither positive nor negative

33,1

Acceptance of diversity

How much do you agree with the following sentences about the role
of teachers in multireligious classes?

1,6

Strengthen cooperation among
teachers of different classes

Training in strengthening
inter-religious competences
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Did you experience the following issues in multireligious classes?

How much do you agree with the following sentences about
relationships with the students' families about religious issues?

The economic condition of families
influences the class work

I respect different religious festivities
in accordance with families

Lack of materials

I do not have any relationships about
religious issue with students families

Lack of time

Parents are completely absent on this issue

Prejudice and the cultural taboos
existing among different religions

We discuss religious issues only during
the school meeting with families

Limited information about different
religious habits and practices
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Original data (% on Total) from a survey addressed to teachers in NORADICA partners’ Countries
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